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Abstract
Field study is a fundamental research and service model in the public health. It requires mobility and
information processing and management, which could be potentially fulfilled by the personal digital assistant (PDA).
However, the applications of PDA in the public health still are not popular enough, compared with so many in
medicines. The purposes of this study were to develop a package of PDA applications for the field services in the
community preventive medicine and to examine the potentials of PDA in the public health. We used commercial
development tools as well as Basic-like programming languages, NS Basic and VB, to specially make main
applications: questionnaire maker and viewer, GIS, pocket book of the interviewees, a web site of information center
for to support the off-line browse by PDA, and a conduit to backup data to the desktop Access database. Though we
accomplished the design of functions required in this study, we found many practical difficulties which were highly
related to the “user interface” issue. We also found that the real value of PDA comes from its ability of connecting to
the backend information systems through synchronization. Due to its simplicity and affordability, the Palm-based
PDA was recommended for the use in the Public Health. It is necessary to do further evaluation studies for better
understanding and realizing the empirical values of PDA.
Keywords: PDA, Information Support Systems, Community Preventive Medicine, User Interface Design

Introduction
Field study or service is the fundamental activity in pubic
health. It is highly featured the information processing and
management. However, the use of information support systems
in pubic health has been lagged behind in the information
technology development trend. When advanced computers
and sophisticated statistic packages were used to analyze
epidemiological or clinical data, we always saw that the raw
data were collected and processed in a very traditional and
inefficient way. Research teams were sent to field to collect
data with low-end tools, such as paper questionnaire and
handbooks, and then coded manually latter. It is very typical
for a public health field service or study to take months to make
data available for analysis.
This time-consuming processing of data collected from the
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field makes us to consider the potential values of using
personal digital assistant (PDA) because the mobility and
information management capability of PDA were just fit for
public health field study or service [1]. However, the use of
PDA in health care is still in a very early stage because of the
novelty of the technique. When a dozen of papers were found
in the HealthStar database since 1995 using the keyword of
“personal digital assistant,” only one of them was related to the
public health service, in which the PDA was simply used to
record the time and patterns of occupational pollution events
[2], others were greatly applied to medical care services [3-11].
A similar pattern was observed in the general use of PDA. In
some PDA web sites, though more than 300 free or shareware
applications were available under the title of Medical/Health
Care, few of them were directly related to the public health
purposes [12-13].
Therefore, this study was intended to develop a
representative PDA application package in the public health
domain, take the community preventive medicine services as
our intended applied scenarios, and examine the issues to
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Figure 1. The system structures of PDA application package for the community preventive medicine services

understand the PDA effectiveness in public health. The
integration of PDA applications with the desktop information
systems was also seriously considered in order to improve the
entire information management efficiency and effectiveness of
community preventive medicine services.
The network
connection was also planned to make the PDA as the
information exchange platform between the field teams and the
headquarters.

Materials and Methods
The Scenarios of Community Preventive Medicine Services
The hypothetical project to be used to invent PDA
application package was a community elders’ preventive
screening and life quality survey developed by the Community
Medicine Research Center (CMRC) in National Yang-Ming
University. The Yang-Ming Crusader, a student club for public
health services, has traditionally conducted this survey. The
questionnaire in this survey is composed of 11 categoriesdemographic data, physical examination, hypertension,
personal medical history, family history, pregnancy &
childbirth history, life quality, falling, nursing care, health care
utilization & satisfaction and sleeplessness. It includes 69 long
questions with up to 300 items of information. This is a very
typical long questionnaire in public health.
The Crusader members were responsible for interviewing
the elderly on an individual base to collect data and to chat
with them, which was part of this survey. Each interviewing
squad was composed of one senior and one junior members.
It took about one and half hours to finish one copy of interview.
The resulting data would be checked up to see if they were
complete or not. All questionnaires, filled by crusaders, were
handed to the CMRC after the mission was done. Data would
then be coded by out-sourcing. This process from mission
planning to data ready for analysis typically took several
weeks.
System Designs and Materials
The structures of PDA application package in our
scenario (Figure 1) included two parts: PDA with auxiliary

facilities and desktop information systems. We chose Palm as
the PDA platform due to its simplicity, affordability, and
easiness of finding resources on the web.
The main PDA application was about the questionnaires,
which were designed by the commercial questionnaire
development tools, ThinkDB 2.5 & ThinkDB Desktop 2.5 [14],
and by a tailor-made system using BASIC-like programming
language, NS Basic 2.04 [15]. The ThinkDB Desktop was
capable of synchronizing the data collected by the ThinkDB
questionnaire to Access 2000 database.
The second PDA application was the PDA GIS. Since the
PDA GISs on the market could not fulfil specific needs, so we
decided to design our own PDA maps of Kin-Men County [16].
We chose the MapIt 2.5 with the HandMap map reader to
design the map [17]. Bmp files of Kin-Men couinty were
obtained by scanning a local map to cerate the GIS maps. The
PDA maps were used with the PDA GPS to provide the field
geographical information [18].
The third application was the customer-made pocket book
reader. We used the MakePDB to transfer the CSV files
(comma separated, which could be easily generated in Excel)
from the desktop to Palm databases [19] , and wrote the PDA
reader using NS Basic 2.04. We also wrote a small PDA
program to generate an index database from the sequential one
created by the MakePDB. This approach could create various
PDA pocket books. A pocket book of personal information for
the interviewees was developed in this study.
The critical program on the desktop information systems,
conduit [20], was to synchronize data between the data in PDA
and the databases on the desktop. It was formulated by using
the COM-based conduit development tool kits provided by the
Palm Inc. with VB 6.0. A database management program was
also designed by using VB to save data uploaded from the
PDA to Access 2000 database.
We also designed a web site to keep all updated
information for the Pendragon Browser in PDA to read off-line
[21]. PDA would automatically download the selected contents
from the web site after pressing the hotsync button whenever
connected to the web. This appeared to be an effective way
to keep the information in PDA updated. We selected the
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Figure 2. The sample screen of ThinkDB version of questionnaire on
hypertension

Figure 3. The sample screen of 「天問」© questionnaire development
tools

Figure 4. The sample screen of 「問天」©
hypertension.
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version of questionnaire on

Figure 5. The sample screen of GIS for the Kin-Men county

WapMan PDA modem and the Nokia 8210, which was capable
of infrared transmission, to provide the field squad to connect
to the Internet. The digital modem service would need to be
activated when the cell phone connection model was used.

Results
PDA Questionnaire
Questionnaire was designed by two development tools:
commercial and custom-made ones. The former was the
ThinkDB version (Figure 2), in which contents were regrouped
into 7 individual sub-questionnaires in 72 forms due to the
question number constraint per questionnaire in ThinkDB and
the too small size of PDA screen, which resolution was only
160x160, to fit in. For the NS Basic version, we designed
general-purposed questionnaire development tools, which were
「問天」© and 「天問」© . The former was the questionnaire
maker (Figure 3) and the latter, questionnaire reader and data
collector (Figure 4). These tools were designed after we
experienced many problems from using commercial ones.
Our tools were in Chinese, supporting questions skipping and
practically no question number limit in one single
questionnaire. These are all important attributes for the
questionnaire used in public health.

Figure 6. The sample screen of GIS for the Chung-Lin town in the
middle Kin-Men

PDA GIS
Figure 5 shows the top layer of our custom-made
Kin-Men county map. The example of lower layer for more
detailed demographic information was shown in figure 6,
which was the Chung-Lin town in central Kin-Men. Eight
different scales of map layers can be made. The radar icon in
the right bottom corner of screen indicates the activation of
GPS. The MapIt doesn’t support double-byte characters and
all texts on the map are in English.
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PC Database Management
The data collected by PDA were sent to the desktop
Access 2000 databases (Figure 9). When the users pressed
the hotsync button on the PDA, the HotSync manager in PC
would be activated and then run the programmed conduit to
bake up data from PDA to PC Access 2000 database file, vice
versa. This mechanism could significantly shorten the time
for analysis from weeks down to minutes.

Discussions and Conclusions

Figure 7.

The sample screen of custom-made pocket book for the
interviewees. There are four sections in this screen on
interviewee’s personal information. Within each section,
only one specific information could be seen at one time.
For example, in the second section, only the interviewee’s
address was shown. His telephone number and date of
birth were kept hidden but could be displayed if the
corresponding button was clicked. This design was
intended to represent so many information in one PDA
screen.

Figure 8. The sample screen of PDA web-based information
downloaded from the designated web site

PDA Pocket Book
The PDA pocket book (Figure 7) stored the personal
information regarding the interviewees. The interviewers can
look up and take notes. This new information can then be
uploaded in real time to keep the personal database in back end
system updated. This technique can be applied to design
various kind of pocket handbooks or references.
Internet Information Downloading
Figure 8 shows the contents of a hypothetical web site
after being connected to the headquarter homepage. The
contents are hyperlinked too.
To save the time of
downloading, the contents in our test web site were prepared
as text-based.
This design is useful for the mobile
interviewer to keep updated by connecting the web through
mobile phone. However, it took extra work to setup the
network.

In our study, the efficiency of having data for analysis by
using PDA questionnaire seemed very impressive. We tested
various approaches and tools to design PDA questionnaires to
support the hypothetical field interview in the community
preventive medicine. The data collected in PDA was then
uploading to the desktop Access 2000 databases through our
COM-based conduit. It took around one day for a person
without either PDA experiences or information technology
backgrounds to design a long PDA questionnaire like ours,
including the time to learn the systems, to fine-tune each
question format and to assure the accurate logical flow among
related questions. It took around half hour for another user to
complete answering one PDA questionnaire. Then, it only used
less than one minute to connect to Internet and to upload data
back to the back end desktop databases. As a matter of fact,
we believe the effectiveness, besides efficiency, could also be
far improved if some control codes, which were used to check
the validity of data or to generate an immediate alert back to
the PDA for specific conditions, could be programmed into the
process of synchronizing PDA with PC.
However, we found one very challenging issue which
better solutions would need to be figured out before PDA
could be practically useful. That is the user interface design.
We encountered two problems while maneuvering the
PDA systems: the small screen size of PDA and the difficulty
of entering Chinese texts. The typical size of PDA screen is
only 160x160 and makes it difficult to display too many
information in one single screen. We could either keep the
complete contents of original questionnaire at expense of
increasing screen numbers, or cut each sentence in short to
make the questionnaire concise. The former strategy would
make the user hard to track the working position in screen
jungles, but the latter might cause part of key information to be
lost. Both strategies still had the same problem of how to
effectively organize so many PDA screens for a long
questionnaire.
Moreover, the PDA way to input Chinese characters
appeared to be not so pleasant. The Graffiti is one of the
most creative inventions in PDA and is designed to help users
enter texts and numbers in an efficient way. Many simplified
characters could be written in the two small square areas in the
bottom of PDA touch screen. The systems would then
recognize the writing with a very high accuracy rate after the
users made practices a while. However, though this design
works for recognizing English characters, it is improper for
entering Chinese characters. There are some commercial
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Figure 9. The sample screen of Access 2000 database after the survey data from PDA was uploaded to the desktop after
synchronization

applications capable of well recognizing the Chinese
handwriting [22][23]. But, all take time. The handwriting
might just not be a practical way for entering Chinese texts in
field. A more creative way, instead of handwriting, for
Chinese input would need to be developed.
These two problems might be solved by techniques like
usability engineering, which could provide a set of effective
principles and methods on designing useful and easy-to-use
user interfaces [24-26]. Therefore, a special set of effective
principles for PDA might be more important than the selection
of development tools, such like ThinkDB, SurveyMate[14], or
Pendragon Form 3.1[21], in creating useful PDA
questionnaire.
PDA appears to be a good candidate to provide
communication between the field service staff and the
headquarters. Tested with mobile phone and modem, we set
up a mechanism to provide the hypothetical field service staff
to keep PDA information updated by downloading from a
designated web site and then browsing the contents offline.
To equip the PDA, which features information processing,
with the communication capability would greatly enhance the
productivity of field service staff in public health. There is
no wonder that new products combining two techniques, PDA
and communication, has caught people’s attention [27][28].
We believe the use of PDA to connect to the Internet, no
matter through WAN or LAN, mobile phone, traditional
modem or wireless modem, is the best value of using PDA.
Through the connection, could not only the field service staff’s

productivity be improve by keeping updated of critical
information and uploading the data in no time, but could also
the researcher’s productivity in the back end center become
better. This could improve the monitoring, planning, and
responding capability of the back end headquarters. It would
then be a waste if the PDA were treated only as a tool for
keeping personal information. This makes the design of
conduit as a basic skill for any PDA developers.
Serving as a pocket book is PDA’s another benefit. We
found it was easy to created pocket e-library such as references,
books, guidelines, or notes for the PDA users to carry with, no
matter using free or shareware tools, such as HandBase [29] or
the one we designed by ourselves. It is not surprising that the
PDA pocketbook applications, such like drug reference, enjoy
the greatest market growth, compared to other applications
[12-13].
We are a little bit conservative on the values of PDA GIS.
Our results showed that it was still impractical and useless
because of its lack of necessary accuracy. Low resolution of
screen combined with the errors of GPS signals constrains its
reliability of position information.
In this study, we selected Palm-based PDA, instead of
WinCE-based one. Though the WinCE has far more functions
such like providing multimedia information, Internet
connection, better integration with desktop applications like
Office, its expensive costs and many-but-not-so-practical
functions make it a less attractive choice for us. We believe
the Palm-based PDA is a better candidate for the use in public
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health due to its simplicity and affordability. Moreover, both
the larger development groups and far many free or shareware
software further expand the values of Palm-based PDA.
In conclusion, we are optimistic on the potential of
palm-based PDA in public health. We created some key
applications without too much difficulty for the field services
in community preventive medicine. The future real challenge
in PDA will be its interface design and its great benefit would
be its connection with the back end information center to make
the information processing and exchanging in real time. Of
course, further evaluations need to be conducted to help better
understanding the effectiveness of PDA in public health and
the ways to improve it.
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摘

要

田野調查與服務是公共衛生的重要工作，而新興個人數位助理(Personal Digital Assistant, PDA)正符合其在機
動與資料蒐集方面的需求。但相較於醫療應用上的發展，PDA 在公共衛生領域上的應用仍相當有限。本研究的
目的便在開發公衛工作的 PDA 支援套件，並討論其應用潛力與挑戰。
本研究針對社區預防醫學調查工作開發出一套以 PDA 支援套件為主，配合工作站與網路的資訊支援系統。
開發工具含 Pendragon Forms, HandMap Pro, Mapit, MakePDB, Pendragron Browser 開發套件與 NS Basic 程式設計
語言。開發功能含問卷調查、地圖、隨身參考與記錄手冊、網路資訊交換，並以 VB 開發桌上端相配合之同步
與資料庫管理程式。
研究結果顯示上﹐在核心問卷部份我們設計的兩種版本中，第一種使用商業開發軟體﹐在外觀上雖較簡潔，
但在處理題數多、題目長、依情境跳選答題的問卷上功能相當受限。第二種則為因應前項困難所自行開發的問
卷設計與執行工具，在設計上，每一畫面僅包含一個題目，相當簡潔；在電子地圖上，依需要製作了金門地區
的電子地圖；在第三項隨身參考與記錄手冊上，我們自行開發受訪對象個人資料與記錄觀察手冊；在網路資訊
交換方面，我們使用將網站資訊下載至 PDA 然後離線瀏覽之模式；在後端資料庫管理上，我們則利用 Palm 公
司提供的同步程式開發工具開發 PDA 資料上傳 VB 資料庫管理應用程式，然後存到 Access 2000 資料庫。
對於 PDA 在提升公衛資料管理或服務效率與成效上的潛在貢獻，我們相當樂觀。不過未來要能真正發揮其
實用價值，突破「界面設計」限制，提高可用性，將是首要課題﹐而其真正應用價值則需能和後端資料中心結
合。而以 Palm 為平台的 PDA 因其簡單、價格經濟﹐相當適合公衛應用。至於 PDA 特殊的界面與操作方式﹐系
統實用性的實證檢視，則將是未來研究重點。
關鍵詞： PDA、資訊支援系統、社區預防醫學、使用者界面設計
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